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Remarks on Approximation and Approximate 
Fixed Points in Metric Fixed Point Theory

Abstract. Some applications of an approach of Ishikawa are discussed. In 
particular suppose K is a closed convex subset of a Banach space, suppose 
T : K —► K is a nonexpansive mapping with fix(T) 0, and suppose 
/Q = (1 — a)I + aT for a € (0,1). It is shown that if 0(||x — T(z)||) > 
c dist(i, fix(T)) for each x € K , where 0 : R+ —<• R+ is a function which is 
right continuous at 0 = 0(0), then {/£(x)} converges to a point of fix(T) for 
each x£K. One consequence of this fact is the following. If K is bounded 
closed and convex, and if T : K —» K is a nonexpansive mapping which 
satisfies

\\T(x) = T(y)\\ < fc[||z - T(x)|| +1|» - T(»)||], (x, y € K),

for some k > 0, then T has a unique fixed point p and moreover /2(x) ~* P 
as n —► oo for each a € (0,1) and x g K.

The paper concludes with a brief discussion of approximate fixed points 
for Holder continuous mappings and for mappings which are not necessarily 
continuous.

1. Ishikawa’s theorem and approximation of fixed points. We
begin with a brief historical note. (The results of this section should be
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compared with those in [12].) Let K be a bounded closed convex subset 
of a uniformly convex Banach space and T : A" —> K is a nonexpansive 
mapping with (nonempty) fixed point set A. It is shown in [24] that if 

(1-1) ||® ~ T(®)|| > csup{||x - y\\ : y £ A}

for some constant c > 0, then the sequence {/n(x)} converges to a point of 
A for every x £ K, where f is the averaged mapping: f = (l/2)(f + T).

It follows from a very simple observation about nonexpansive mappings 
and a fundamental result of Ishikawa about the behavior of the iterates of 
f that the above result holds in an arbitrary Banach space. This fact has 
immediate implications for nonexpansive mappings which satisfy constraints 
such as

FM - r(!z)|| < *[||x - T(»)|| + II!, - TWIIl (x,» e JQ.

These results are noteworthy in that no geometric assumptions are required 
on the underlying space.

Let (Af, d) be a metric space. A mapping f : M —> M is said to be 
nonexpansive if for each x,y € Af, d(/(x),/(j/)) < d(x,p), and asymptot
ically regular if for each x £ M, d(fn(x), /n+1(x)) -> 0 as n -> oo. The 
result of Ishikawa ([13] ) we shall need asserts that if K is a bounded 
closed convex subset of a Banach space and if T : K —> K is nonexpan
sive, then for each a £ (0,1), the mapping fa : K —> A', defined by setting 
/a(®) = (1 — &)x + Af(i), x £ A, is always asymptotically regular. Since 
the fixed points of fa and T coincide, this observation effectively reduces the 
study of nonexpansive mappings to the much smaller class of asymptotically 
regular nonexpansive mappings.

We begin with a rather trivial yet basic observation.

Proposition 1.1. Let M be a complete metric space, suppose f : Af —► M 
is a continuous mapping for which fix(f) 0, and suppose f satisfies 
d(f(z),p) < ^(®?p) for each p £ fixfj). Then given x € M,

fn(,x) -+pe fix(f) <s> dist(/n(x),/ix(/)) - 0.

Proof. The implication => is immediate (for an arbitrary mapping in any 
metric space). For the reverse implication, let {en} be a sequence of positive 
numbers for which en J 0 and let x £ Af. By assumption there exists 
Pi £ fix(f') and ni £ N such that d(/ni(x),p!) < q. Also pi £ fix(J) 
implies d(/n(x),pi) < d(/"1(x),p1) < q for all n > nj. Similarly, there 
exists p2 £ fix(f) and n2 > rq such that d(/n(x),p2) < Q for all n < n2.
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Note in particular that n < «2 => /n(x) € 5(pi;fi) n B(p2jf2)- Continue 
in this manner to obtain for each fc 6 N an integer nk such that n < nk => 
/"(re) € Dk := nJ!_1B(p,; ej. Since diam(Dk) < 2e^ A 0, by Cantor’s 
Theorem there exists p 6 M such that = {p}. Clearly fn(x) -* p.
Since f is continuous fix(f) is closed, so p € /ix(/).

□

At this point our strategy becomes one of searching for conditions which 
will assure that dist(/n(a:),/ix(/)) —> 0, and in particular conditions which 
do not require one to first identify fix(f). This is where the Ishikawa result 
proves useful.

In the following theorem we use Ff(T) to denote the set {x € K : 
||x - T(a:)|| < c}. The result of [24] is a very special case of this fact.

Theorem 1.2. Suppose K is a bounded closed and convex subset of a 
Banach space, suppose T : K —> K is nonexpansive with fix(T) / 0, and 
for a € (0,1), let fa := (1 - a) I + aT Suppose there exits e > 0 such that 
for all x e Fe(T),

(1-2) 0(||x - T(i)||) > dist(«, /tx(T)),

where 0 : 1R+ —* R+ is a function which is right continuous at 0 and for 
which 0(0) = 0. Then for each x € K and a 6 (0,1), the sequence {/"(x)} 
converges to a fixed point of T.

Proof. Note that if x € K and a € (0,1) then

J£W - r(/;(i))|| = a ||/;(i) - z:+1w||

and ||/-(,) - /"+*(x)|| - 0 as n —* oo by Theorem 2 of Ishikawa [13]. 
Thus for n sufficiently large

0(q ||/n(i) - /n+1(x)||) > dist(/n(x),/ix(T)),

and by (3.2) we conclude dist(/"(x), fix(f)) 0. The conclusion now 
follows from Proposition 1.1 and the fact that /ix(/) = fix(T).

□

Remark. The above theorem, which is closely related to Theorem 3.1 of 
[12], also includes Theorem 6.4 of [19] as a special case.
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We now examine some particular cases. If 0(t) = ct for some constant c, 
then the rate at which {/"(a;)} converges to a fixed point of T will depend 
on the rate at which {| /£(x) - /"+1(x)||} converges to 0 and this rate of 
convergence is now known (Baillon and Bruck [3]). In particular if the 
diameter of K is 1 then for any x € K,

||z:w-z:+,w <
— a)n

We have not yet addressed whether it is possible to obtain conditions of 
the type needed without first knowing something about the fixed point set. 
The answer is that such conditions may be forced by additional information 
about the mapping. The obvious example is that of a contraction mapping. 
Note that if T : K —> K is a contraction mapping with Lipshitz constant 
c < 1, then ||x - T(x)|| > (1 - c) ||x - p|| where p is the unique fixed point 
of T. However we can prove the following much more general fact.

Theorem 1.3. Suppose K C X is bounded closed and convex, suppose 
T : K K is a nonexpansive mapping, and for fixed a G (0,1), let fa := 
(1 — a)/ + aT. Suppose also that for some e > 0 and k > 0 T satisfies the 
condition

(1.3) im - T(k)|| < » - TWII + II, - T(j)||| (x.sef.CT)).

Then T has a unique fixed point p, and for each x G K and a G (0,1), the 
sequence {/£(x)} converges to p.

Proof. Since T is nonexpansive and K is bounded and convex it is easy 
to see that inf{||x — T(i)|| : x G K} = 0. Thus there exists {in) £ K such 
that ||x„ - T(xn)|| —> 0 as n —> oo, and by (1.3)

||T(xm) - T(xn)|| < fc[||a:m - T(xm)|| + ||xn - T(x„)||] - 0

as m,n —> oo. Therefore {T(z„)} is a Cauchy sequence which converges to 
a point p G A for which p = T(p). The condition (1.3) implies p is unique. 
Taking x G Fe(T) and y = p in (1.3) gives k ||x - T(x)|| > ||T(x) - p|| from 
which k ||x - T(i)|| + ||a; - T(x)|| > ||T(x) - p|| + ||i - T(x)|| > ||x - p||; 
hence ||x — T(x)|| > (1 + fc)~l ||ar — p||. Theorem 1.2 now applies and we 
have /„(x) -> p for each x G K and a G (0,1).

□
We also have the following variant of Theorem 1.2, which we state without 

proof. Note that this result does not require an a priori assumption that 
/ix(T) / 0.
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Theorem 1.4. Suppose K is a bounded closed and convex subset of a 
Banach space and suppose T : K —> K is nonexpansive. Let 0 : R+ —> R+ 
be any function which is right continuous at 0 and for which 0(0) = 0, and 
suppose for some c > 0 and for some nonempty compact set A C K,

0(11* - T(x)||) > dist(x, A) (x G Fe(T)).

Then for each x £ K and a G (0,1), the sequence {f£(x)} converges to a 
fixed point ofT.

2. Minimal displacement and Holder conditions. This section con
tains a summary of the results of [18] which will appear elsewhere. Let K 
be a bounded closed convex subset of a Banach space X and let T : K —► K 
be a mapping which satisfies, for some h > 0 and p > 0, the condition

(2.1) ||T(x) - T(iO|| < M* " , (x,j/eF).

These mappings are well understood for various choices of h and p. If p = 1 
and h < 1, then such mappings always have a fixed point because of the 
celebrated Banach contraction mapping principle discussed above, and if 
P = 1 and h = 1 these are the nonexpansive mappings which also are 
known to have an extensive fixed point theory (see, e.g., [1], [10] ). For 
P = 1 and h > 1 (the usual Lipschitz condition) fixed points in general do 
not exist in non-compact settings, but a fair amount (not everything) is 
known about minimal displacement properties of such mappings (e.g., see 
[9], [11]).

We now describe the results of [18] which apply to the remaining case, 
P < 1. (Mappings satisfying (2.1) are degenerate if p > 1 regardless of 
the value of h.) The question of minimal displacement for such mappings 
is taken up in [18], and central to the observations there is the fact that 
mappings which satisfy the Holder condition (2.1) for 0 < h,p < 1, also 
satisfy the following more general condition:

(2.2) ||T(x) - T(p)|| < max{M* - I'll},

The principal results of [18] apply to mappings of the above class. Specific 
conditions are identified under which inf{||x — T(x)|| : x G K} < h for 
mappings T : K K satisfying (2.2). It is also shown that in certain spaces, 
including uniformly convex spaces, supfinf{||a: - T(x)|| :x G A}] < ft where 
the supremum ranges over all mappings satisfying (2.2).
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It is noteworthy that mappings satisfying (2.2) need not even be contin
uous. In this sense such results are motivated by a classical result of Vic
tor Klee regarding the stability of the fixed point property for continuous 
mappings in compact convex subsets of normed linear spaces. Let X be a 
topological space and (Af, d) a metric space. A mapping <p: X —> M is said 
to be (-continuous for e > 0 provided each point x 6 X has a neighborhood 
Ux such that diam(<p((/r)) < c. In [20] Klee proved that if K is a compact 
convex subset of a normed linear space and if <p : K —> K is c-continuous, 
then for every e' > c there exists z € K such that ||z — <p(z)|| < f/- We show 
here that by essentially adding the assumption ||<p(«) - <p(u)|| < ||« - u|| for 
u, u $ Ux the same conclusion holds in noncompact settings, and in many 
cases (including the compact case) an even stronger conclusion holds. (For 
the convenience of the reader we append a short proof of Klee’s theorem to 
this paper.)

In a Banach space setting the principal results of [18] are the following. 
(The setting in [18] is a more abstract.)

Theorem 2.1. Let K be a weakly compact convex subset of a Banach 
space and suppose K has normal structure. Suppose T : K —> K satisfies

||T(a;) - T(j/)|| < max{h, ||x - y||}, (x, y e A).

Then there exists z £ K such that [|z - T(z)|| < h.

If T satisfies a Holder condition, then it is possible to say even more.

Theorem 2.2. Suppose K is a nonempty bounded closed convex subset of 
a Banach space X, ane suppose T K —> K satisfies

||T(®) - T(3/)|| < h ||x - i/||p , (x, j/ € A),

for some h,p e (0,1). Then inf{||x - T(x)|| : x e K} < h'lM.

Recall that a Banach space X is said to have uniform normal structure 
([8]) if there exists a constant c 6 (0,1) such that each bounded convex 
subset K of X satisfies

jnf. SUP{||2 - y\\ : y € K} < cdiam(K).

Such spaces are known to be reflexive [22].
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Theorem 2.3. Let K be a bounded closed convex subset of a Banach space 
X which has uniform normal structure. Suppose T : K —> K satisfies

||T(x) - T(jz)|| < max{h,||a: - y||}, (®,jz € A').

Then there exists 2 (E K such that ||2 - T(z)|| < ch.

As we noted at the outset the preceding results apply to mappings T : 
K —> K which satisfy the Holder condition

l|2’(*)-T(s0l|<M*-<.

where 0 < p, h < 1. In this case one can say a little more.

Theorem 2.4. Let X be a Banach space which has uniform normal struc
ture with coefficient c, let K be bounded closed convex subset of X, and 
suppose T : K —<• K satisfies

||T(x) - T(y)|| <h\\x- j/||p , (x,y e A', h,p € (0,1)),

Then if p is sufficiently near 1, inf{||i — T(z)|| : x € A'} < ch.

Proof. By Theorem 2.3 there exists z € A' such that ||z — T(z)|| < ch. 
Thus

Since c < 1, cph1+p < ch for all p sufficiently near 1. □

The above estimate invites comparison with the displacement estimate 
of Theorem 2.2. Clearly for certain values of p, h and c it will be the case 
that ch < h1^1-?); in particular this is always true if c < h and p < 1/2, 
and for all h < 1 if p is sufficiently small.

The following is another consequence of the results of [18].

Theorem 2.5. Let K be a closed convex admissible subset of and
let T : K —► K be h-nonexpansive. Then there exists z 6 A such that 
II* - T(z)|| < h/2.

Most of the results of [18] are qualitative in that no effort was made to 
determine optimal minimal displacement for the classes of mappings con
sidered. Also there is another question left open:
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QUESTION. Let K be a bounded closed convex subset of a Banach space, 
and suppose T :/<—►/< is b-nonexpansive for h > 0. Under what condi
tions can one conclude that there exists z 6 K such that ||z - T(z)|| < b?

In view of Theorem 2.1, if K is weakly compact and has normal struc
ture, then one obtains even more, namely, the existence of z € K for which 
||2 — T(,z)|| < h. This leaves the tempting suggestion that weak compactness 
alone suffices for an affirmative answer to the question. Note that the lim
iting case of the above (when h = 0) involves a question about fixed points 
of nonexpansive mappings which remains unresolved, although in this case 
it is known ([2]) that weak compactness alone does not suffice. It seems 
plausible that the two problems may be related.

3. Klee’s result. The results of the previous section are obtained by 
geometric arguments. For sake of comparison we now append a short proof 
of a slightly sharpened version of Klee’s theorem using a partition of unity 
argument which is standard in topological fixed point theory. (We also 
remark that even sharper results are known for compact convex K C Rn; 
see Cromme and Diener [5]. The results in [5] provide minimal displacement 
estimates involving certain moduli of continuity for f : K —> K which, for 
certain /, are smaller than inf{e : f is t-continuous}.)

The result proved here is the following.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose K is a compact convex subset of a normed linear 
space, and suppose f : K K is t-continuous. Then there exists a point 
x0 6 K such that ||/(xo) - £o|| < t.

The proof involves showing that / may be uniformly approximated by 
a suitable continuous function / and then applying Schauder’s Theorem. 
(Klee’s approach involves approximating the domain of / with a polyhedral 
set, using triangulation to approximate f by a piecewise linear function and 
then applying Brouwer’s Theorem.)

Theorem 3.1 is a direct consequence of the following.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose K is 
space X, and suppose f : K 
continuous mapping f : K - 
x e K.

a compact convex subset of a normed linear
—> K is t-continuous. Then there exists a

» K such that ||/(i) — /(x)|| < e for each

Before proving the above we need some terminology. If X is a topological 
space and </> : X —► R, then the support of </> is defined to be the closure
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of the set <f> 1(R — {0}). In particular, if x ^(support </>) then there is some 
neighborhood of x on which (j) vanishes.

Definition 3.1. Let {U\,- • -,Un} be an open covering of the topological 
space X. A family of continuous functions (j>,\ : X [0,1], i = 1,... ,n, is 
said to be a partition of unity of X dominated by the family {Ui} if
(i) (support fa) C Ui for each t; and
(ii) <j>i(x) = 1 for each x 6 X.

The topological fact we need is the following. Its proof can be found in 
any standard topological text (e.g., [6], [14], [23]).

Theorem 3.3 (Partitions of unity). . Let {Ui,... ,Un} be a finite open 
covering of the metric (or, more generally, normal topological) space M. 
Then there exists a partition of unity of M dominated by the family {A,}.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. Since f is e-continuous, for each x G A there 
exists rx > 0 such that diam(f(U(x-, rx)) < e. (Recall that U(x; rx)denotes 
the open ball centered at x with radius rx.) Since K is compact there 
exists a finite set {xj,... , zj} C K such that K C U;=1 A(z^; rXi/2). Let 
7 = inffr-ę, : 1 < i < j}. Notice that we now have the following. If 
x,y G A and ||z - y|| < r/2 then there exists an i such that x,y € U(xp, rTi); 
hence ||/(z) — /(j/)|| < e. Now again use the fact that K is compact to 
select A = {ai,... ,an} C A' so that K C U"=1A,- where Ui = U(ai',r/2), 
i = 1,... ,n. Then the family {{/<} is a finite open covering of K so there 
exists a partition of unity {(fa}"=1 of K dominated by the family {£7*}. 
Define the function f : K —> X as follows: f(x) = $3"=1 <t>i(x)f(a,i) for each 
x G A.

Since f(A) C A' and S"=i </>«(x) = 1 we see that in fact, f(K) C 
ebrw(/(A)) C A. Furthermore, since each of the functions <j>i is continu
ous, f is continuous.

Observe also that for x G A,

l|/(*)-/(*)|| = ||/(a;) — || = ||^^(a;)[/(a:)-/(ai)]||

i=l «=1

<£^(x)||/(x)-/(a,)||.
t=l

Since </>,(z) = 0 if x $ Ui while ||/(a?) - /(«»)j| < f if x G Ui, it follows that 
f(x) - /(i)|| < By Schuader’s Theorem f has a fixed point x0, whence 
f(x0) - i0|| < e. □
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There is still a little more one can say in this direction. Let x denote 
the usual Kuratowski measure of non compactness. A mapping T : K —> X 
is said to be condensing if T is continuous and if x(T(A)) < x(A) f°r each 
A C K for which x(A) > 0- An obvious weakening is to say that T : K —♦ X 
is e-condensing if T is c-continuous and if A)) < x(A) for each A C K 
for which x(A) > 0. This leads to a mild extension of Theorem 3.2.

Theorem 3.4. Suppose K is a compact convex subset of a normed linear 
space, and suppose f : K —> K is e-condensing. Then there exists a point 
xo € K such that ||/(x0) - x0|| < c.

Proof. A standard argument using the condensing condition (e.g., see [27; 
p. 500]) allows one to construct a nonempty compact convex subset H C K 
such that T : H —> H.

□

A similar observation holds for b-nonexpansive mappings.

Theorem 3.5. Suppose K is a bounded closed convex subset of a Banach 
space and suppose T : K —> K satisfies:

(i) x(^(A)) < x(A) for each A C K for which x(A) > 0;
(ii) ||T(x) — T(y)|| < max{c,||x - j/||) for each x,y € K. Then there exists 

x0 E K such that ||x0 - T(x0)|| < c.

Proof. As above, there exists a nonempty compact convex subset H C K 
such that T : H —> H. Since H is compact, H is weakly compact and has 
normal structure. Thus the conclusion follows from Theorem 2.1.

□

Remark. W. Kryszewski has remarked to the author that perhaps the 
quickest way to see that Klee’s result is true is to invoke the set-valued 
extension of Schauder’s theorem due Bohnenblust and Karlin (or, more 
generally, the extensions due to Fan and Glicksberg; see, e.g., [27, p.452]). 
Thus under the assumptions of 3.2 introduce the mapping F : K —» by 
setting for x € K, F(x) = £(/(x);c) n K.

The fact that f is c-continuous is sufficient to ensure that F is upper 
semi-continuous and hence F has a fixed point in the set valued sense. 
Thus x € F(x) for some x E A from which the conclusion follows.

Such set-valued extensions of Schauder’s theorem are also obtained easily 
via partition of unity arguments.
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